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Robotic Welding at Weldcoa

The founder of Weldcoa, Richard Bennett, invented the Sur-Loc™
Pallet in the late 1960s. Since that time the Weldcoa Palletized
Process has evolved from an external delivery system, through the
use of pallet trucks and trailers, to an internal material handling system that can include two-tiered storage and manual or automated
gas-filling systems. Today, it is the most widely used pallet system in
North America.
Weldcoa’s 355 East Sullivan Road facility in Aurora, Illinois is
dedicated to its steel fabrication, assembly, manifolds, and lead production. It is here that the Sur-Loc pallets are built. Jim Cook, Weld-

Weldcoa team with the company’s first IGM dual station robot.
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The new Panasonic-designed dual arm system can produce 75-plus pallets per shift.

coa’s Inside Sales Manager, says, “Our Sur-Loc pallets are the
strongest in the industry. They’re manufactured right here in Illinois
using robotic welders to ensure precision.” Like the pallet system
itself, the processes used to manufacture these pallets and palletized
systems have evolved. Cook, who has been with Weldcoa for over
nine years, including as an operations manager, explains how the
robotic welder has transformed their pallet manufacturing operation.
“Weldcoa’s former hand welding production process for pallets
required five to six employees to produce about 10 to12 pallets a day.
When the first robot, an IGM dual station robot, was installed, only
one person was needed to oversee the production of 40 to 50 pallets a
day. This represented a huge gain in productivity.”
In 2004/2005, Weldcoa installed a custom Panasonic dual arm
welder using 350 dip pulse. Panasonic supplies the technical training
and support for this robot, which uses a 90/10 mixture of carbon dioxide and argon. Cook says, “The robotic welder can weld anything that
the hand held welders do. Today all structural weld joints are done
robotically. The only piece that is still done by hand on a fixture is the
pallet lock assembly. This is a sub-assembly of the pallet that is
inserted into the robotic fixture when completed and all the other steel
components have been added to the fixture. From that point, the robot
takes over.”
With the new Panasonic-designed dual arm system productivity
has more than doubled; Weldcoa can now produce a complete pallet
every eight minutes. Although the pallet is welded robotically, Weldcoa still inspects every weld joint manually. With the original IGM
robot, these inspections and subsequent touch–ups required about 40
man-hours a week. With the Panasonic robot that has been reduced to
less than 10 hours per week.
Weldcoa now has 20 versions of the original pallet system developed over 44 years ago and each one can be used interchangeably in
a Weldcoa palletized system. Cook explains, “The Panasonic has been
a work horse for us with minimal down time, excellent weld penetration, and consistency and ease of operator use. That being said, we are
currently due to upgrade/replace the robot and are exploring our
options. We run the robot approximately 20 hours a day now and are
considering installing a dual arm/dual station setup to be able to double our capacity in about the same footprint (slightly larger). And we
want equipment that will still require only one operator.”
Known as a solutions company, Weldcoa is continually looking for
ways to make better products in the most efficient manner possible
and the company’s use of a robotic welding is just one example of
n
how they live up to that reputation.
To learn more about Weldcoa visit weldcoa.com
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